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I never met Peter Abrahams. It is one of my many regrets. He was a household name, though, when I was growing up in Kingston. I can vividly remember his slow, rasping voice on Radio Jamaica every evening, giving his views on some matter or other of current affairs. I've no memory whatsoever of the content of those views-but that voice is unforgettable. It seemed to strain in a very physical way to speak, but that by itself lent it an earnest and strangely comforting authenticity. But, shockingly, in retrospect, I knew next to nothing about either his life or his work. How could that have happened? How could Abrahams's global significance to the black world have simply escaped me?
I'd of course read his 1946 novel, Mine Boy, when I was a student at the University of the West Indies, Mona, in the late 1970s. But like many others in that time of heightened consciousness of African liberation, I read it merely as an African "classic," and specifically one that offered a profound meditation on the everyday lives of black mine workers in apartheid South Africa.
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I had no notion, however, of the place of Mine Boy in Abrahams's overall oeuvre. In fact, I had no notion at all of Abrahams as a writer, his itinerary, the fundamental themes that preoccupied him, his cautionary tale about a progressive and popular black leader with a formidable will to power who, in the given realities of social and economic power, can see no way of creating the reforms he is confident will benefit his people without ruthlessly and with cynical justification destroying his political enemies and seeking to outmaneuver the economic elites whose support he nevertheless needs.
Here, though, the mood (as the title suggests) is imperative. And unlike the sympathetic Michael Udomo, Albert Josiah, the protagonist of This Island Now, is not a tragic hero. He is a functionary, not an idealist, not much more than an ideologue who circumstances oblige to become a tyrant.
Like Udomo, though, he is a man of intelligence and self-control, and isolation. He is a man who comes to be overtaken and driven by a one-sided sense of absolute purpose, willing to sacrifice everything for the sake of the realization of his ambition.
The contrast with Abrahams's last novel, The View from Coyaba, published in 1985, couldn't be greater. 15 Here he sought a much-enlarged idea of the Pan-African novel, transnational and diasporic in sensibility and movement, with a panoptic perspective routed through his own Coyaba hills. The novel spans 150 years, from the last years of slavery in Jamaica to the turbulent third-world 1970s.
It follows the itinerary of a descendant of maroons-Jacob Brown-who, significantly, becomes a student of W. E. B. Du Bois at Atlanta University and then, a mix of Alexander Crummell and Edward Wilmot Blyden, a missionary on the African continent. When he is forced to flee Uganda, he resettles in Jamaica, in the same hills from which his family came-but only to wait for the time when he is able to set off again for Africa. For Jamaica too is engulfed in a bloodletting in which poor black people are killing each other in a political tribal war without end. What sustains the long arc of the novel is its animating inner light, its spiritual quest for a place of sanctuary, an apotheosis of affirmative belonging, where the disfiguring effects of racism in all its ugly forms (including the varieties of self-hatred) are no longer the warping and corrupting forces that they had been.
We have, I believe, a great deal to learn from Peter Abrahams. He was a gift to us from the African continent, someone who saw something in us that we, perhaps, couldn't quite see ourselves. Alas, it might be that, in the end, we were less than he imagined. It is almost certain that he was more than we deserved. Walk good, Peter Abrahams.
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